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3. Game Overview

I. Game Concept / Premise

● Abscond is a VR FPS Platformer Game with parkour and freerunning elements where the
player is instructed to get from their starting position through jumping from one rooftop to
another and climbing. However, the player may also encounter enemies aiming to cut them
off from their exit, of whom the players can engage in combat.

● As a notorious thief mercenary, you’ve been hired to steal the latest weapon prototype from
YERRO Dynamics, the largest Mega Corporation in the country. Traverse the rooftops while
evading the security force that’s been tasked to take you down as you aim to make it to the
extraction point in one piece.

II. Genre

● Action, Parkour, VR, One-Hit One-Kill Combat, Platformer

III. Target Audience

● Parkour Game Enthusiasts and Platformer Game players looking for a more immersive
experience

○ This target audience has rarely received or gotten very many developments recently,
and hence why choosing to target this audience with the VR peripherals, and this
audience’s various preferences and variations of this audience habits and such has a
greater focus on skills, mastery, and application, over quantity of content. Hence, this
audience is more realistic and easier to target with a smaller and shorter
development cycle and period.

● Parkour Platformer Game Enthusiasts
○ Demographic

■ Average Age Range:

18-25, usually due to people of this age seeking thrills or more adventurous
hobbies before settling down into careers or families.

■ Average Gender:

Male, due to this involving lots of mastery and spatial perception, both of
which are traits males are usually better at.
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● Bartle Player Type:
○ On the 2D Axis, they can be classified under the Explorer player type due to their

tendency to pay close attention to their surroundings and explore them, in their first
playthrough. However, this audience also displays secondary traits from the Killer
and Achiever player types during subsequent playthroughs, with the goals of
improving their skills for their own pleasure, or speedrunning the game.

○ On the 3D Axis, on the other hand, they are classified under the Opportunist player
type, the implicit sub-class of the Achiever due to their tendency to look around
whatever area they are given, searching for something to do, but do not know what
that something is until they find it. They also consistently display traits of player
types on both extremes of the Explorer type on the 3D Axis, the explicit Scientist and
implicit Hacker, of which the Scientist methodically tests ideas and game rules to
learn about the game[1], whereas the Hackers have an innate understanding about
the game and have no need to test them.

● Likes / Reasons for Playing
○ Game Difficulty

■ Part of the appeal of the parkour game genre to most of the audience is that
it involves giving the player many tools and the ability to traverse difficult or
unnatural terrain. This means that for it to be well enjoyed, it needs not just
different types of traversal methods, but also many opportunities for the
player to use them. The best and most preferred way to do this for many
players is to set these opportunities as challenges, which require the tools
given to the player to be well used and mastered to overcome them.

○ Repetition
■ Adding onto the previous point, this audience also enjoys having a large

number of opportunities to practise the skills given, and being constantly
challenged, even if it's in the same way consecutively.

● Dislikes
○ Heavy focus on narrative

■ The reason why a heavy focus on narrative specifically is a negative point for
this audience is that many of them play the games for the gameplay. A heavy
focus on the narrative may entail cutscenes, which take time and control
away from time that could have been spent having fun in the core gameplay.
Additionally, a heavy focus on narrative could restrict their freedom in some
cases, especially the larger open maps where some locations may not be
accessible until certain plot events. However, a rough premise or setting still
helps, as ultimately a lot of their enjoyment comes from the freedom they
feel when immersed. A rough setting or premise is enough for most players
in this audience to immerse themself in the role of their protagonist.

○ Set paths / Linear Level Design
■ Linear level design often entails set paths and refers to the story structure of

a set path that must be followed to progress, with no other branching paths
or options available to the player. While this may work for more story
focused games, as mentioned before, narrative is not a good selling point for
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this audience and hence, it does not work here. Additionally, as mentioned
before, parkour game enthusiasts desire more freedom to use their
movement skills, and hence, a linear level design may restrict or reduce
opportunities immediately accessible to the player to use those skills.

● Other patterns observed
○ Camera perspective can greatly change the experience for many members of this

audience, and change what they see as a baseline standard; First person
perspectives tend to focus more on the speed and freedom of movement in the
environment, while third person perspectives tend to focus on the style and
animations of the player’s movements. These are inversely linked, as when in first
person perspective, the player’s sense of spatial perception is what is primarily used.
On the other hand, in third person perspective, the player character’s movements
and animations are put on full display for the player to see, and hence they are more
aware of it, affecting how smooth and stylish the actions feel.

IV. Unique Selling Points

● An immersive experience with the VR Headset and controls
● No set path for the player to take

These are promoted as the game’s unique selling points to help give the sense that the gameplay
should be dynamic and respond to the player’s inputs, making it cater to people of different skill
types as VR is a fairly new genre, which means that most people playing this, in terms of controls, will
all be fairly new to the game, which makes the selling point of “No set path” more appealing as this
means that the player can take a slow set path to get used to the game before attempting more high
risk and intense options. This is in line with our intention to create a game that is easier to learn and
play, but hard to master. Abscond’s movement based gameplay should still provide enough familiarity
to all players since it is in VR, which holds many elements and similar logic to real life, while still
providing enough innovation or a new enough experience that it keeps player investment, all while
providing a dynamic environment where the player can try and experiment with their skills.

V. Feature Set

● VR Controls and Peripherals

VI. Platform

● VR, Windows
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VII. Game Flow Summary

Abscond’s Game Flow often switches between three states, as shown below.

● Run:

Refers to the set of horizontal movement related
actions, ranging from jumping across and over
obstacles to traverse the terrain to simply moving
across a rooftop to get to the other side.

● Climb:

Refers to the set of vertical movement related
actions, such as climbing up and around a wall
to get to another platform.

● Fight

This mostly refers to any combat related actions.

● How does the player navigate/move through the game?

The Player can move through the game and navigate using the controls listed, with the use
of various different props that may impede or enhance your movement.

VIII. Look and Feel/Visual Style

● What is the basic ‘look and feel’ of the game?
Abscond’s look is a cyberpunk-ish aesthetic, with minimal or no UI to help the player
feel more immersed in the game world when using the VR headset.

● What is the visual style?
Abscond’s visual style uses mostly dark colors and semi-realistic textures.

IX. Project Scope (Summary):

● Number of Levels: 2
● Number of Interactive Items/props: 81
● Number of Movement types: 5 (Running, Climbing, Wallrunning, Jumping, Vaulting)
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4. Gameplay and Mechanics

I. Gameplay

● Game progression
○ Abscond’s game progression follows the level design, with progress dictated

by how much closer they are getting to the extraction point. However, the rate
at which the game progresses is based on the following factors:

■ The player’s individual choices
■ Their playstyle
■ Preference toward type of movement

As found in our research essay, this genre of games is very much reliant on
its application and use of its movement system. Hence, by tying the game
progression to the biggest contributing factor to the target audience’s fun and
enjoyment, the level design, it helps to apply and put the movement system
into action more and give it more significance for the player. For example,
running on foot may be easier, but climbing and vaulting over obstacles with a
well timed jump might help clear obstacles more smoothly and easily, but
have a higher risk or bigger punishment such as falling off the building in the
case of failure. This is also meant to help address the pacing issue that other
competitors suffer from. Comparing Abscond to Mirror’s Edge Catalyst,
Abscond should not have the same trouble directing the player toward
objectives due to its Multi-Path but still linear level design, which means that
player progression will always be moving forward, ideally at a pace the player
is most comfortable with.

● Mission/Challenge structure
○ The challenge arises based on one of, or both following:

■ Speed
The player is challenged to get to the extraction point with a sense of
urgency, hence there is a challenge there to complete the objective
while still maintaining this speed. However, this aforementioned speed
is also entirely up the the player, as mentioned before in the same
way. The faster you go, the better it feels as a player, as the VR
peripherals allow you to have better spatial and depth perception,
giving you a more satisfying movement experience.

■ Skill
When more accommodated to the speed, the player can get adjusted
to the terrain, attempting to skip and traverse sections that require
more skill for the reward of more speed or a shortcut. This can involve
attempting to jump to sections or paths that are more direct and avoid
longer drawn out areas by simply navigating around the obstacle in an
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alternative way. This provides the repetition the audience desires, as
found from the research done for the essay, where the audience
enjoys repetition in different opportunities and methods to apply their
skills in different orientations. This way, it presents some game
difficulty, another reason for the audience playing this game, in the
mastery of their application of the various skills to these opportunities.

● Puzzle structure
○ Abscond’s puzzle difficulty scales to the player’s skill level or preference, as

the puzzles involve the player’s perception of the environment, along with
their ability to process the options each environmental piece presents, and
put all of it together to create a path that gets them from the immediate Point
A to Point B. This is found in the Multi Path level design, where there are
multiple ways to get around or traverse a rooftop. For example, this is a
screenshot of a section of the first level.

Each colored error is a different path the player can take, and as shown, there
are multiple ways for the player to get from one place to another, and they
have to evaluate themselves which possible path is a good option or choice
for the player to take based on their speed, pace, and skill, and with each
building having multiple paths such at this, there are, in theory, more than
enough opportunities to sate the players’ desire for such chances.
Additionally, taking notice of the placements of each different path available to
the character, they each have different accessibility and contribute to your
time different across the level. For example, a Bartle Achiever may desire to
clear the level in the shortest time possible, but not all of the shortest and
most easily accessible routes may involve simply running. Through the
implementation of multiple movement types as sub-mechanics of the main
mechanic of movement, this creates a general unique experience based on
the player’s current position and the distance from their ideal path, along with
their mastery or application of certain sub mechanical movement. This
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creates a decision for the player at every point of the game, if they are willing
to skimp on time and step out of their comfort zone, or stick to it and take a
few seconds longer. If they go with the former and succeed, it enables and
encourages the player to try more as they have the knowledge that they can
do it. If not, they re-evaluate the situation and learn from it, keeping their
mastery at a level where it is constantly sufficient to tackle the challenges.

● Objectives
○ Get to the extraction point without getting caught.
○ Everything else in between these two objectives depend entirely on the

player’s movement. If they fall, the immediate objective might be to either get
to a higher point to resume the intended path, or improvise and find a new
path to travel by, which may have a higher difficulty compared to the former
option. With this in mind, it should serve as a viable alternative to make up for
the collectibles in most other games that serve to change the player’s path or
lead them to alternate routes.

● Play flow (How does the game flow for the player?)
○ The play flow in Abscond’s gameplay has the following structure and order:

1. Entering the level at the starting point
2. BGM and Ambient noise set in
3. Extraction Point Beacon appears, prompting player to go there
4. Player moves to Extraction

a. Player could fall, and lose
b. Player gets to extraction safely

5. Level End

II. Mechanics

● Physics (How does the ‘physical’ universe of the game work?)
○ Abscond exists in a 3D world
○ Scale is mostly identical to real life proportions.
○ As for boundaries, the player is limited to the rooftops of the city, progressing

and moving through the level via buildings close enough to jump to, or
buildings they can climb.

● Movement (general movement; other movements)
○ The player’s movement has momentum that can be built up based on how

fast they move and for how long. Using this momentum and skillful
movement, the player can reach top speed when attempting to clear the level,
possibly even being able to use this to skip past sections of the game.

○ As for actions that can be used to build up momentum, the player has the
following movement options available to them:

■ Run/Walk/Jump
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● A default staple of parkour games such as this, this is meant to
serve as a familiar medium of movement the player can use to
ensure that they do not get overwhelmed by new mechanics or
ideas that they have to learn in order to play. This is a
generally safe option the players can use to clear and get
through a level or building, balancing out the higher risk but
also more fun and unique movement types in the game.
Additionally, having simple movement like this will often help
highlight the uses and applications of more complicated but
useful movement such as climbing, Wallrunning, and even
Vaulting by showing a contrast in the speed and efficiency of
clearing an obstacle between the two methods, hopefully
encouraging players to use the other methods wherever
possible the more they play. After all, players of this audience
also enjoy having a vast array of abilities at their disposal, but
will not feel that the abilities are applicable or useful until they
notice the key differences between both movement types.

■ Climb/Swing
● A vertical movement option available to the player, the player

can use this to go over obstacles that would take a longer time
to go around, and they can use this in situations such as
climbing across monkey bars or some other horizontal object
that is too small or high to walk on to cross a gap or space.
This provides and adds verticality to the player’s arsenal,
allowing them to make use of the environment’s props from a 3
dimensional standpoint rather than 2 dimensions. This may
also make available vertical sections of the level design, giving
the player the sense that the level design is more varied and
make them feel that they have more options available to them.

■ Wallrunning
● A faster horizontal movement available on select surfaces,

allowing the player to zoom through various sections of levels
or build up high speeds in an instant. This may present a
higher difficulty bar for the player as they will be moving much
faster while wallrunning, testing their spatial perception to see
if they are able to evaluate and process the various props in
their surroundings quickly enough to chain or smoothly
transition into another movement to progress and make use of
their newfound momentum. This can add to the enjoyment for
the Explorer player type on Bartle’s 2D Player Type Axis, or the
Killer and Achiever on the 3D Player Type Axis. Additionally,
most of this target demographic, guys, enjoy and are better at
spatial perception and mastery, hence this may add more
fluidity to their experience when making use of this.

■ Vaulting(via physics system), advanced movement for the player to try
and figure out themselves.
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● Sub Mechanics
○ Combat

■ The player is unable to manipulate the position or movement of the
props in the level, but has a katana they are able to spawn and use to
kill enemies. This adds an additional step to the decision making
mentioned in the puzzle structure’s use of the movement mechanics
and level design to create meaningful decisions that affect the player’s
perception and execution of the game, creating a slightly different
choice. While the rest of the decisions affect the speed of the game
variably and how the player approaches the obstacles, this the direct
viability or safety of a path, which means that a player may have to
use a combination of multiple paths to stay safe by going around the
enemy before resuming that path, or simply attempting to tackle the
enemy head on with their katana.

● Objects and Actions
○ Most props are interactable through the climbing and wallrunning system, and

to an extent the physics system with which players can push off objects to
launch themselves if need be.

III. Screen Flow

The screen flow starts in the Main Menu, where the player spawns in a room. They can
interact with various props in the room that will open or expand screens for configuration,
such as Options, or show Instructional screens for controls. Aside from that, the player can
grab the sword in the middle of the room to start the game, sending them to the first level.

Once there, the player has similar options, where the player can access Options and
Controls, but must do it through a Pause Menu that expands and appears in front of them
when enabled. The only exception is when the player dies, the screen fades to black and
respawns them at the start again.
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IV. Game Options

Game Options available to the player as of now are sound and audio sliders to control the
volume.

V. Replaying and Saving

N/A

VI. Cheats and Easter Eggs

https://kenney.nl/assets/impact-sounds
footstep_concrete_002

https://soundimage.org/amb-urban-ambience/
Street_R29

https://soundimage.org/action/
Escape looping

https://kenney.nl/assets/impact-sounds
https://soundimage.org/amb-urban-ambience/
https://soundimage.org/action/
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5. Setting, Story and Characters

I. Game World

● Look and Feel of the World; Visual Style
○ Cyberpunk-ish with modern aspects, set at night time with many lights.

● Areas:
○ Level 1: Rooftop of buildings in an industrial area/setting
○ Level 2: Close, clustered rooftops

● General Description
○ The game takes place in the city of Abscond, a privately owned city financed

and managed by Yerro Dynamics, a multinational corporation well known for
its experimental weapons and equipment, hence the amount of ads and such
all around the city, promoting the various products of Yerro Dynamics.

● Physical Characteristics
○ The city is futuristic, with many ads and around. The physical proportions are

mostly similar to that of real life.

● Levels (and how it connects to other areas)
○ Level 1, which serves as a pseudo tutorial area in its first quarter
○ Level 2, serving as the last level where the final extraction point is.

II. Story and Narrative

● Backstory
○ The game takes place in the city of Abscond, a privately owned city financed

and managed by Yerro Dynamics, a multinational corporation well known for
its experimental weapons and equipment, hence the amount of ads and such
all around the city, promoting the various products of Yerro Dynamics.

○ Many people come to the city in search of employment and a lower cost of
living, as the city is taking in and accepting people moving into the city, which
serves as a massive production site that houses their workers, providing
amenities and other needs such that the low wages paid to the workers are
paid back to them for basic needs.

○ This leads to highly conflicting views on Yerro Dynamics, especially since they
produce mostly weapons and firearms, which results in certain people taking
more radical or criminal approaches to impeding the development and work of
Yerro Dynamics.

○
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● Plot Elements and Game Progression
○ The player starts in the Main Menu room, where there are no enemies or

dangers, but from a story perspective, this is where the Protagonist’s crime
starts as this is the vault room where the prototype sword that has been
marketed to investors is kept. Upon taking it, the screen fades to black as the
player makes their escape out of the compound.

○ Escaping the building via the roof exit, the player starts at the roof where they
start running, dodging the various security personnel mobilized by the higher
ups of Yerro Dynamics and get to another building where they run through
and move to another area by a secret passage, escaping the industrial area
of Level 1 where it is being secretly kept.

○ The player then comes out and re-emerges onto the rooftops of the
Residential Area, Level 2, where there is still some security as the armed
personnel are now combing across the entire city in search of the protagonist.
However, they eventually navigate around all of them, and get to the
extraction point where they escape the city.

III. Characters (Organic or Inorganic)

● Protagonist
○ Back story

Our Protagonist is raised in Andong, South Korea and enlisted with the ROK
Armed Forces at the young age of 14. She later left the military and worked
as a mercenary in the underworld because it pays a lot better. With years of
experience in undercover operations, her skills in confined environment
tactics, extraction, and extreme risk situations are impeccable. This earned
her the Nickname “Gwisin” (Translates to Ghost).

○ Personality
Calm and composed

○ Appearance
Techwear windbreaker, baggy pants and neon coloured straps all over the
outfit.

○ Physical characteristics
tall, lean figure and athletic build

○ Animations
N/A

○ Abilities
N/A

○ Relevance to the story
The Protagonist

○ Relationship to other characters
Stealing from YERRO Dynamics

○ Statistics/Attributes
N/A
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● Yerro Dynamics
○ Back story

Yerro Dynamics is a multinational conglomerate that controls most, if not all of
the city of Abscond’s various sectors. The city of Abscond is fully financed
and built by Yerro Dynamics due to their outstanding trading and selling of
various weaponry. Currently starting to branch out towards creating consumer
products for the everyday human in Abscond.

○ Personality
N/A

○ Appearance
They market themselves as “The main brand for the main land”, priding
themselves in creating jobs for the mass of middle class working adults.

○ Physical characteristics
○ Animations

N/A
○ Abilities

N/A
○ Relevance to the story

Built the city of Abscond which Gwisin is operating in currently, also created
the prototype GWISIN-0.0.7. which Gwisin stole from them, which leads to the
current premise of the game.

○ Relationship to other characters
Currently sending out security personnel to pursue Gwisin to take back the
prototype sword.

○ Statistics/Attributes
Profit margin in 2021 was ~$1.2 trillion dollars.
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6. Levels

I. Level #1

● Synopsis
○ The player has just escaped the storage of the prototype weapon, and ends

up on the rooftops of the industrial area. They must now attempt to get past
all of them to find a way to the residential district where their extraction point
lies.

● Introductory material (Cut scene? Mission briefing?)
○ N/A

● Objectives
○ Get to the end of the level

● Physical description
○ It is an industrial area, drawing influence from industrial factories and such,

with many bright adverts on billboards all across the buildings.

● Map
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● What encounters are important or incidental
○ Tutorial Sections

● Level walkthrough
○ Color Code to remember:

■ Red: Highest Difficulty
■ Blue: Simplest Path
■ Green: Tutorial/Most Intended Path (Not always there)
■ Yellow: Fastest Path
■ Purple: Converged Path OR Points of Interest

○ Building 1

○ Path A: This path is the highest difficulty, taking timing to be able to make the
jump to Building 3, skipping the entirety of Building 2. This makes it also the
fastest path.

○ Path B: This path is the intended tutorial path, involving only walking / running
to move, making it the simplest path, intended for first time player to attempt.

○ Points of Interest:
■ 1. The giant Air Conditioning Unit labeled 1 is there to catch the

player’s attention, and do two things: Firstly, it displays the tutorial
instruction text, which tells the player how to walk/run and jump.
Secondly, all other props highlighted by purple are there to implicitly
discourage the player from jumping there or trying to move past that
point, be it to hide a secret path that they may later realize, or to
simple prevent the players from jumping off to their deaths.
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○ Building 2

○ Path A: This path is the highest difficulty, rewarding first time players who
have experimented with their jumping distance or those who try to test their
limits. This is the fastest and shortest path here.

○ Path C: This path is the intended tutorial path for those who have not tested
jumping, or refuse to jump involving walking / running to move, up till the end.
Hence, this jump at the end of this path to the building is intentionally made
impossible to jump, missing it barely. This is meant to help the player get a
better sense of their jumping ability and distance, or at least  show them how
far they can jump in the hopes they will use it more, and also to make them
stop at Point of interest 3, where tutorial text is on the wall of the unit,
explaining how to climb. Ideally, the hard stop in the player’s movement will
make them realize there are more things to learn and make them more
receptive to this information and make them implement it more.

○ Path B: This path involves the player simply moving and walking around the
pipe to get to the other side.

○ Path D: This path can be used to cut short Path B, and remind the player they
are playing in VR. This path involves them ducking down physically UNDER
the pipe, to remind the player that their physical movements can affect the
game’s player movement. By using this path, the player can move under the
path and cut through directly instead of going around.
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○ Points of Interest:
■ 1. This points to small red lights along the edges of buildings, which

works in combination with Point of interest 2 to highlight and inform
the player of the wrong direction. This is on every building.

■ 2. This points to small green lights along the side of the building
closest to the next buildings, which works in combination with Point of
interest 1, informing the player of the correct edge of the building to
move toward. This is on every building too.

■ 3. This is tutorial text explaining how to climb, put on a climbable
object for the player to test it out, and allow them to move up to move
along Path A. This ensures that players do not feel annoyance about
not being able to redo that jump and teaches them another important
point of this game: There is no set path, and the player decides how
far they can or want to go on each path, and for the most part, can
change whenever they want.

○ Building 3

○ Path A: This path is the highest difficulty, rewarding players who explore the
catwalk available at the start of the level by introducing them to a new
mechanic, wallrunning, which is extremely fast.

○ Path B: This path is the simplest path available, involving just running with
minimal climbing.

○ Path C: This path involves the player applying the climbing system as a
practical test, where they are able to climb the shipping container or use the
stairs, and jump over the fence that blocks their path. This is meant to serve
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as another opportunity for the player to use or apply multiple movement types
together in a path, implicitly showing the player that there is no set path for
them to follow as they can join back another path they previously might have
thought impossible.

○ Path D: This is the fastest path, with the pipes that connect the two buildings
purposely set lower than the edge of the building itself and hidden by the
shipping container. This is also to reward players for exploring and serve as
an alternative bridge.

○ Points of Interest:
■ The lights that show the direction are on this stage too, to show the

player the end goal on larger or more expansive stretches of buildings.

○ Building 4

○ Path A: This path involves the player moving and using combat to climb up
the stairs and confronting the enemies highlighted in Points of Interest 3, but
allows the player to jump off from a higher point for more safety in the jump.

○ Path B: This path is the simplest path available, involving just running, moving
under the enemies and avoid getting shot at.

○ Path C: This path is where A and B converge and the player can jump off to
the next building, where text is on the floor explaining the objective of moving
to the end, highlighted by Point of Interest 4.

○ Points of Interest:
■ 1. This is the green lights showing where the correct buildings toward

the correct direction to progress.
■ 2. These are also green lights, that are meant to give the player an

idea of where to jump to from the previous building as the previous
building is much higher, which means the player has a wider field of
view and may think to try and jump to the catwalks, where enemies
can shoot them as they jump, causing them to restart if hit.

■ 3. These are enemies.
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■ 4. Final tutorial text explaining the objective.
○ Building 5

○ Path A: This path involves the player jumping down, running toward the AC
Units and climbing/vaulting over it to save time from going around it instead.
Vaulting involves the player placing their hands on a surface and pulling in the
opposite direction they want to go, launching them forward in their intended
direction, much like pushing off a surface. This is also the fastest if done
correctly.

○ Path B: This path involves the player running around the AC Units instead of
going over them, involving only running on the ground.

● Building 6
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● Path A: This path is the highest difficulty, but only requires the player to duck under
the pipes physically to prevent getting stopped or hitting their head on the pipes. If
they do so correctly, this path is also the fastest.

● Path B: This path is the simplest and accounts for the player jumping onto the lower
platform, allowing them to walk to get back up to the top platform. However, if they
are observant enough they may notice the bridge connected to the lower platform
and jump to that.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. These are pipes the player must duck under or will hit their head.

● Building 7

● Path A: This path is the highest difficulty, requiring the player’s ability to navigate
vertically. Additionally, toward the end, if the player is unable to control their speed,
they may overshoot and run off the AC unit and subsequently the building.

● Path B: This path is the fastest, simply needing the player to duck under and get onto
the raised platform to jump off to the next building.

● Path C: This path is the simplest, requiring the player to run around all obstacles and
up the stairs onto the platform to jump off.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. This point of interest are the pipes that the player needs to duck under

once again.
○ 2. This is a raised platform, and is set higher than the rest of the ground to

indicate that the player should climb up onto it to jump off to the next building,
as only past this platform is the next building, and not the rest of that edge.

○ 3. These are AC Units that obscure the player’s vision, hopefully to
encourage them to avoid jumping off that area or take some time to look over
the edge and see where the next building is.
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● Building 8

● Path A: This path involves the player climbing onto the raised platform before
jumping off to the pipes. This gives the player more height, making it easier to land
on the pipes highlighted by Point of Interest 1.

● Path B: This path is the fattest path available, but may require slightly more skill and
timing, requiring the player to catch and grab the pipes as they jump off so they do
not fall, as the next building is spaced such that you have to use the pipes in some
way to cross the path. Usually, this path involves the player jumping off and grabbing
the pipes from underneath to climb across like monkey bars.

● Path C: This path is the most direct and safest, requiring the player to simply run and
jump onto the pipes to use them as a bridge.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. This pipe bridges the gap between this building and the next, as the

distance is too far to jump across.
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● Building 9

● Path A: This path is essentially a break for the player, where the path is mostly linear
as a short respite from the fast pace where they simply have to follow the laid out
path.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. These boxes are used to direct the player forward.

● Building 10

● Path A: This path involves the player running along the pipe or the first platform
before using the first bridge to jump to the AC units, cutting over the bridge rather
than going around down the ramp.
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● Path B: This path is the fattest path available, but may be faster if the player goes
down to the ground rather than onto the AC Unit.

● Path C: This path involves them simply running through the path provided on the
catwalk and such, involving only running and walking with no jumping up till the end.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. This building is put to prevent or discourage players from jumping off the

side, directing their attention to their right where the next building is.
○ 2. These AC Units perform a similar function to the building, where they push

the player’s attention to the other side.
○ This is an alternative path for if the players jump off too far to the left thinking

there is a building there. They can catch onto it and climb onto the platform
and use that to get to the other building.

● Building 11

● Path A: This path involves the player cutting straight across to the other corner,
running under the platform and pipes to jump off from the running along the pipe or
the first platform before using the bridge to jump off to the next building.

● Path B: This path simply needs the player to run across the building and climb the
stairs, requiring not much intensity if the player is tired by this point.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1. The highlighted structures serve to give the player more height so that they

can jump to the next building with more ease.
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● Building 12

● This is the last building, with the door being the end goal for the level.

● Closing material
■ N/A

II. Level #2

● Synopsis
○ The player has managed to lose most of the heat from the pursuers from

Yerro Dynamics by descending and running in the residential district. They
must now start to ascend to scout out the location of the extraction point, by
going from rooftop to rooftop in the high-life district. Pursuers are still rampant
and looking out for the player.

● Introductory material (Cut scene? Mission briefing?)
○ N/A

● Objectives
○ Get to the end of the level

● Physical description
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○ It is a high-life area, having multiple high-life bars on the rooftops, more AC
units, with many bright adverts on billboards all across the buildings. Buildings
are much closer together for easy ascent.

● Map

● What encounters are important or incidental
○ N/A
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● Level walkthrough
○ Building 1

○ Path A: This path is only slightly more complex, involving the player running
and jumping over any obstacles in their way.

○ Path B: This path is simple, simply requiring the player to run around their
obstacles.

○ Points of Interest:
■ 1. These props are put to prevent the player from running off the sides

by cluttering it.
■ 2. The entire right side of the player is shadowed, such that they do

not pay attention to the right and the building close to it.
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○ Building 2

○ Path A: This path is the most complex, requiring the player to jump up and
climb the new rungs prop in the level before using the momentum to vault
themselves up onto the box, and up to the steps behind the building with the
billboard, where there is a ramp.

○ Path B: This path is simple, but it comes to a stop against the wall, where the
player will realize they are unable to jump up onto everything and succeed
with just a run and jump, forcing them to adapt, to make them take note of the
two nearest props to them, the new rungs for climbing, and the billboard,
which can also be climbed. The player, upon those realizations, regardless of
whichever prop they use, should notice and immediately sense the verticality
of this level, teaching them to look up and explore vertical options to cut down
on time.

○ Path C: This path is the most direct and fastest, based on the player’s
dexterity, cranking up the intensity and pace of the game if they wish to
maintain their speed. They can also wall run more to the side if they wish to
move horizontally, and climb from there.
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○ Points of Interest:
■ 1. These are the new rung props, made mostly for vertical scaling of

buildings to implement climbing more actively.
■ 2. The billboard is more easily accessible now, making wallrunning

and climbing accessible mechanics to the player in implementation.

○ Building 3

○ Path A: This path is from the other side but simply just has more steps.
○ Path B: This path is the simplest and fastest, if the player used the billboard to

climb up.
○ Points of Interest:

■ 1. Due to the verticality, there are now multiple starting points based
on the player’s choices

■ 2. Another entry point if the player used the billboard
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○ Building 4

○ Path A: The longer and more complicated path, making use of the AC units to
be able to climb onto the building on the left and then merging with Path B on
the right to climb the stairs to get to the next section.

○ Path B: The simpler and faster way to get to the end of this section, only
having to climb over a set of pipes and scale multiple rungs to get to the top.
Although this path is faster, this route is more tiring due to the extended
length of climbing that the player has to do in order to get to the top building in
this section.

○ Points of Interest:
■ N/A
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● Building 5

● Path A: There is only one path where the player runs across and climbs up to use the
monkey bars.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1.There are proper monkey bars to swing and climb across now.
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● Building 6

● Path A: After swinging across the money bars, the player can follow the red path and
fight the enemies, but there are three of them. After which, they can climb up the
rungs and billboard before jumping over to run to the end

● Path B: The player can also go around the enemies to avoid getting attacked, which
is faster and get to the end after climbing over the fence.

● Points of Interest:
○ 1.The pipes and such are used as vertical cover from the enemies, allowing

players to get above the enemies to kill or sneak past.
○ 2. This highlights the 3 enemies on the path.

● Closing material
N/A
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7. Interface

I. Visual System

● HUD (What are the controls?)
○ The controls are mapped to VR Controllers, with no UI on the screen during

gameplay.

● Menus
○ Pause Menus that are light screens beaming from your chest to give the

futuristic vibe intended. They exist in the world space as holographic screens
that require the player to use their controller as a pointer to select the options.
This is done to implement the VR controls and peripherals, and additionally,
normal screens in games that take up your entire screen would not work as it
might cause nausea to players, or be unreadable due to how close it would
be to your eyes. Hence, the UI is made simple and clean for the player to be
able to process the information easily.

● Rendering system
○ We will be using the Universal Render Pipeline, URP.

● Camera
○ First Person Camera

● Lighting models
○ Floodlights and fluorescent tubes to direct players on where to do.
○ Neon signboards scattered around the levels with ads directing players in the

certain direction they should head.
○ Building add ons neon strips to give the scene more life.

II. Control System

● Control System (What are the specific commands the player uses to control the
game?)

○ Left Thumbstick - Basic Walk/Run
○ Right Thumbstick - Rotation
○ “A” Button - Jump
○ Left/Right Side Trigger - Grab onto Object
○ Side Trigger + Back Trigger - Summon Sword
○ Gesture Controls for Movement (Optional)
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III. Audio

● Music
● Sound Effects

IV. Help System

● Controls screen to remind player of controls
● Green and red lights as affordances to direct the player in the correct direction
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8. Artificial Intelligence (AI)

I. Opponent / Enemy AI (The active opponent that plays
against the player and therefore requires strategic
decision making)

● Enemy patrol characters.

II. Non-combat characters

● N/A

III. Friendly characters

● N/A

IV. Support AI (Player and collision detection; Pathfinding)

● Physics System (Climbing, Wall Running, Pushing away from props and buildings)

9. Technical

I. Target Hardware

● Oculus Quest, VR. Tethered.

II. Development Hardware and Software

● Developed using Unity Editor, on OpenVR, tested with the Oculus Quest VR
Tethered.
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III. Development Procedures and Standards

● Report to the group chat when you’re working on a scene/pushing commits to avoid
conflict issues.

● Copy over the buildings that you are working on into a separate scene and combine
those separate scenes into the main scene to prevent merge conflicts to the main
scene.

● Programmers should label their script variables at the front with either “m_” for
member variables or “g_” for global variables that are accessible throughout all
scripts.

● If there are any conflicts when pulling from the repository, notify the group chat as
soon as possible so a fix can be found and the least amount of work will be lost.

IV. Game Engine

Unity3D

V. Network

N/A

VI. Scripting Language

C#

VII. Etc.

N/A
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10. Game Art

I. Concept Art

A group of Mercenaries known as “Dokkeabi” hired by YERRO dynamics to stop the main
character from getting away with the stolen piece of technology. The Character’s outfit are
inspired by Techwear fashion and combined with cyberpunk aesthetics.

The Main character is a notorious thief mercenary known as “Gwisin” (roughly translate as
“Ghost”).
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Concept of the map layout and parkour movement we planned out.

Concept of how traversable / how the player would traverse the map.
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II. Style Guides

● Characters

Character proportions from Code vein is used for the game

Code vein textures are also used as references for the game
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III. Characters

3D beauty renders of enemies, rendered in Marmoset toolbag 4
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IV. Environment

Standard industrial / everyday objects created for both levels.

Highlife props we have created and textured for the second level of Abscond.
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AC Units that would be placed on almost all rooftops.

Rooftop Pipes that runs around giving the players either an obstacle or a additional pathway.
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Building add ons that give the scene. more life.
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Structures, vents, grates, ramps and stairs to show the maintenance areas or stairwell
entrances around the rooftops.
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Lighting and fog created for both Level 1 (First one above) and Level 2 (Second one above)
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Trim sheets used for texturing the building walls and floors.

V. Props / Equipment

Main character’s cybernetic hands/ player’s VR hands
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Enemy’s gun
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VI. UI Style / Design
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VII. VFX Design

VIII. Cutscenes /  Storyboards

N/A

IX. Etc.

N/A
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11. Team or ‘Studio’ Profile

I. Team Intro

Brief introduction to your Team, Team members’ backgrounds, experience, etc.

Lee Jia Rui: Programming Lead, Level Designer, Unity Props Creator, Enemy AI Programmer,  and
Version Control

https://leejiarui111.wixsite.com/portfolio

Rayan Tan: Character and Weapon Artist and Animations

https://www.artstation.com/rayantan

Low Zheng Yin, Ian: Level Designer, Environment, Lighting, Animator, Effects Artist and Video Editor

https://www.artstation.com/blastcorn

Tan Jing Kang, Aidan: Art Lead, Environment, UI Artist, VFX artist

https://www.artstation.com/atjk

Leong Yi Zhi, Michael: Team Lead, Systems, Physics and Input Programmer

https://mlyz18.wixsite.com/mlyz-portfolio

Dean Tan Wei Jie: Research, Documentation, Level Designer, Sound, UI, Quality Tester, Scene
Transitions

https://deantanwj.wixsite.com/website

https://leejiarui111.wixsite.com/portfolio
https://www.artstation.com/rayantan
https://www.artstation.com/blastcorn
https://www.artstation.com/atjk
https://mlyz18.wixsite.com/mlyz-portfolio
https://deantanwj.wixsite.com/website
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12. References

I. Citations

Game Art:

Yong Chang, R., 2022. Beauty Renders. [image].

Yong Chang, R., 2022. Main character’s cybernetic hands/ player’s VR hands. [image].

Yong Chang, R., 2022. Code vein textures [image].

Tan, A., 2022. VFX [image].

Zheng Yin, I., 2022. Level Lighting and Fog [image]

Tan, A., 2022. UI [image].

Sounds:
https://kenney.nl/assets/impact-sounds
footstep_concrete_002

https://soundimage.org/amb-urban-ambience/
Street_R29

https://soundimage.org/action/
Escape looping

Imphenzia AB, 2022. EXPLOSION Short Fused Impact Metllic Debris (stereo), Universal Sound FX.

https://kenney.nl/assets/impact-sounds
https://soundimage.org/amb-urban-ambience/
https://soundimage.org/action/
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13. Appendix

Note: This section is for teams to include additional data that can be referenced when needed. As
such, it is important that they are all neatly laid out and possess strong clarity.

I. Asset List - ART

Model and texture list (Including both 2D and 3D requirements)
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II.

Asset List – SOUND and Music

Environmental sounds

Weapon sounds

Interface sounds

Ambient

Action

Victory

Defeat

II. Asset List - ART (In-game text; Script for Voice Over)

Actor# Lines

Text/Story Text

EXPLOSION Short Fused Impact Metllic Debris (stereo)


